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Monthly Performance = -3.52%
YTD = -2.00%

November 2017

*net of fees

November was the first full month of trading for the Polar Futures Guarded Opportunity program,
however trading stayed light as the existing market themes were in flux.
We came into the month with only one open position, a short position in the EUR which had moved in
our favour through October. I was looking to stay with this position, looking for the USD to strengthen
into year-end after making a strong turn higher on September 8th. The EUR put in new multi-month
lows at the start of the month; however several strong days at both the mid-month and end of month
period saw this position work back against. As the EUR started to give back the sharp move higher
mid-month my view was that the jump was a short term correction before EUR weakness continued.
The next sharp move higher was the final move taking the position to near zero in short order. The
broad weakness of the USD through the month was not in line with our theme in place heading into
the year end.
At the start of the month we initiated a short oil position. My view on oil was that post the OPEC
meeting at the end of October; oil had priced in “all the good” and was technically running into multiyear resistance levels. The positioning on oil was also near the highest levels ever from a speculative
standpoint which added to the conviction of a move lower. However at the start of November we saw
the “Saudi Surprise in which the crown prince Mohammed bin Salman arrested many high level Saudi
figures. This caused a sharp rally in oil sending prices to new 2yr highs. As the headlines died down
oil prices began to drop lower until the Keystone pipeline in South Dakota sprung a leak. This
shuttering of supply pushed prices to new highs and all but removed the chances of our short oil
position coming back into play. I still believe the previous 4 month run up in prices combined with the
outlook for US oil production and speculative positioning provided a good risk/return set up in oil.
Near the end of the month US 10yr treasuries traded down to 2.30%, but continued to put in a higher
lower over the past several months. Given that my outlook going forward is that rates will be heading
higher we initiated a short US 10yr note position. In the last few days of the month rates moved
higher which put this position ahead. This is another late month addition that I will be looking to hold
for some time as my view is that we will see rates move higher into year end, but also through at least
the first half of next year as the Fed continues to raise rates. I believe the big move in this trade will
happen once key technical levels are hit that signal an end to a 30 year bull market in the 10yr bonds.
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PI Financial Corp. is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. The risk of loss in trading commodity interests can be substantial. You should
therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. In considering whether to trade or the authorize
someone else to trade for you, you should be aware of the following. If you purchase a commodity option you may sustain a total loss of the premium
and of all transaction costs. If you purchase or sell a commodity futures contract or sell a commodity option or engage in off-exchange foreign currency
trading you may sustain a total loss of the initial margin funds or security deposit and any additional fund that you deposit with your broker to establish or
maintain your position. You may be called upon by your broker to deposit a substantial amount of additional margin funds, on short notice, in order to
maintain your position. If you do not provide the requested funds within the prescribe time, your position may be liquidated at a loss, and you will be
liable for any resulting deficit in your account. Under certain market conditions, you may find it difficult to impossible to liquidate a position. This is
intended for distribution in those jurisdictions where PI Financial Corp. is registered as an advisor or a dealer in securities and/or futures and options.
Any distribution or dissemination of this in any other jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results

